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Azure DevOps accelerator to help automate Profisee deployments

Our accelerator provides an Azure DevOps pipeline and associated script templates that will 

automatically execute the Profisee import and export routines to move configuration, code and data 

between environments.

It will export configuration from your development environment, check it in to your GitHub 

repository and allow users to raise Pull requests to promote all the latest changes and import the 

configuration to either your test or production environments.

It will allow a user to select which type of artefacts need to be deployed e.g., forms, views etc and 

covers deployment of any Azure functions associated with your Profisee solution that are called by 

Profisee webhooks.

It uses Azure DevOps pipelines functionality to allow deployments to be approved prior to execution 

and uses parameters to hold the specific details of each environment.

The templates can be used for IaaS, PaaS and SaaS instances of Profisee using DevOps self-hosted 

agents.

For this price you will get our templates and 2 days of consultancy to help you configure them for 

your environment. Additional consultancy days can also be purchased if required.

This offer is only available to end user organisations, once you have the templates deployed you are 

free to customise them as you wish and therefore when you have taken ownership of the templates 

Valcon will no longer offer free support.

We also have other Profisee accelerators available that can be used to accelerator your Profisee 

implementation – see accelerators slide.
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Full Regular Expression Validation Plug-in
Allows complete Regex Matching Validation not available out of the Box. Ideal for checking 

formats of IDs, Codes and Email Addresses

Enhanced GBG Address Verification Plug-in
Our enhanced GBG Address Verification Plugin returns all data from GBG including 

UDPRN and allows complete flexibility on address validation

Salacious Words Removal
We can identify and remove Salacious works for most European 

languages

GBG Address Lookup Plug-in
The Address Lookup allows users to enter part of an address and 

select an address from the suggested addresses list

DEVOPS Continuous Deployment
A framework to integrate the Profisee deployment process into an 

existing or new CI/CD pipeline 

International Phone Format Validation Plug-in
Our telephone validation checks to see if the telephone number format is valid for the country. 

It also returns the international dialling prefix

Enhanced Company Name Matching
We use a standard set of Synonyms to enhance matching for 

International Addresses and Company Names

Companies House API Plugin
Our companies house plug-in enriches UK company data using companies 

house including updating out-of-date addresses!

Dynamics 365 Lookup before Create Plugin
Our Dynamics 365 Custom Plug-in template checks to see if the record being created already 

exists in Profisee and Synchronise changes from Dynamics 365 to Profisee in near real-time

Experian Address Verification & Lookup Plugin
Takes advantage of the Experian Address Verification and Lookup services to provide 

address verification and accurate address capturing.

Extensible Data Model
We have a “ready-to-go” extensible data model that allows attributes to be added 

on-the-fly based on entity categories. Ideal for product/asset use cases

Multi-lingual Enhancements
Enhance the Fast Apps Portal to show labels and dropdowns in different languages 

based on the current user.

Profisee Staging Lineage Plugin
Our Purview plugin creates and syncs column level lineage between Profisee 

Staging tables and Profisee Entities in Purview

Enhanced Staging Error Reporting Plugin
Our Staging Error plugin reports additional information on issues found when 

loading data into Profisee via Staging tables

Chat GPT Plugin
Unleash the power of GPT in Profisee! Our plug-in integrates GPT into the heart of 

Profisee - from generating suggested Product descriptions to cleansing your data with AI!

Email Address Cleansing
Our Email Address Cleansing plug-in corrects email addresses that have 

been entered incorrectly.

Available Valcon Profisee Accelerators

Nickname Matching
Matching Bill Withers with William Withers! We have Nick Name data 

sets for most European countries.
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